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Cognitive distortions handout

A handout is a useful tool to help your audience learn important concepts from a meeting, presentation or other business event. When compiling a handout, it's important to summarize key points, not just print out the notes you used during the presentation. Include material that goes beyond the information you are covered to help your
audience better understand the concept. There are many scenarios in the business where you may need to provide a handout. Some examples include: Staff meeting for new company policies or procedures. Workshop to help employees develop new skills. Customer presentation or perspective on new products or services. Press
conference for the media about new business elements. Meet sales with a prospect or partner. No matter what meeting, presentation, or seminar you are hosting, handouts can help your audience focus on the critical aspects they need to know. Always adapt handout content to your audience. Think how much they already know about the
topic and where their knowledge gap may be. For example, if you're meeting with employees, you don't need to provide background information about your company's products or services because they should already have that knowledge. However, with perspectives or media, it can be helpful to start a handout with a summary of what
your company is and what you do. Find out how you want to use the handout. Will you give it to the participants to read during the presentation or will you give it away after the presentation? This will tell you what content you're including. Do you expect people who did not attend your seminar to also receive this handout? This may mean
that you may need to include some of your presentation notes in the handout. The handout for meetings, presentations, seminars, lectures and seminars should always be aimed at summarizing the key points you have covered. Don't try to paraphrase everything you said in the presentation, as it dilutes the main message. Instead, focus
on the three to five points that you want the audience to learn and absorb. Start a handout showing the theme of the meeting and then list the basic elements you want the audience to understand. The template of the presentation material workshop for employees may include a short paragraph of what the workshop was about, followed by
three paragraphs that employees must learn to gain a better understanding of the company's new procedures. Effective examples of presentational seminar material always include a lot of white space around the text. This serves an important purpose in how people learn and understand Leaving enough white space around the text in the
handout, people can take their own notes and write important points in their own words. The white space also facilitates the reading and digestion of materials. Refrain from turning too too text when creating a handout. Instead, look at the page you've created and make sure there's a white space around each section of the handout. If
you've written content in the form of a paragraph, consider changing some of them to bullet lists as it increases the amount of white space and can make it easier for people to read the text. Your handout should contain some content that you don't cover at the meeting. Providing bonus information helps your audience take the concept
further and learn more about the task at hand. For example, if you had a sales meeting with prospects, and your handout included the benefits and features of your products, your bonus material might include an example of another customer's success when using your products. When you create a handout, always turn on the content that
you can display. This helps your audience apply the information they have learned. Activity material may include a list of resources for further reading or a sheet with questions about the content of the presentation for the audience to answer. There's no such thing as a free lunch, and it goes for your brain, too. Every time you accumulate
willpower to do something, it has mental costs. Writer and strategist Sebastian Marshall identifies some of these cognitive expenditures to understand how to get more done while maintaining as much of your mental reserve as possible. What is the mental burden of trying to do something? If it's worth it? What price are you going to pay if
you're trying to do something in the world? I think that by figuring out what the usual costs of doing things are, we can cut costs and otherwise structure our lives so that it is easier to achieve our goals. When I sat down to determine cognitive expenditure, I found seven. There may be more. Let's start: Activation Energy - As described in
more detail in this post, starting activities seem to take more willpower and other resources than to keep going with it. The required activation energy can be adjusted over time - something in the routine reduces energy activation to do so. Things like poorly defined next steps increases the activation of the energy needed to get started.
This is one of the main obstacles for many people in many disciplines - just getting started. Cost of Opportunities - We are all familiar with the total cost of opportunities. When you do one thing, you don't do something else. You have limited time. But there also seems to be cognitive spending on it - a natural second guess choice by taking
one path rather than the other. It's the sort of thing covered by Barry Schwartz in his Paradox work (there are some erroneous thoughts/omissions in PoC, but it's generally valuable). This is also why basically every significant military job ever said that you don't want to put the enemy in a position where their only way out is through you -
Sun Tzu Sun Tzu always leaving a way for the enemy to escape, which shares their focus and options. Hernan Cortez famously burned the boats behind him. When you do something, your mind is subtly aware and anxious about other things you don't do. This is a significant cost. Inertia - Eliezer Yudkovsky wrote that people are adaptive-
executive, not fitness maximums. He spoke in terms of large-scale evolution, but this also applies to our day-to-day business. Regardless of the personal adaptations and procedures we've gotten into, we tend to perpetuate. Usually people do not violate these procedures unless a dramatic event occurs. Very few people self-thoroughly
and do radical things without external events happening. The difference between activation energy and inertia is that you may want to do something, but it's hard to get started - it's activation energy. While inertia assumes that you will continue to do what you did and pretty much turn off your mind. Getting out of inertia requires serious
energy and usually makes people uncomfortable. They usually only do this if something else makes them more uncomfortable (or, very rarely, when they get incredibly inspired). Ego/willpower depletion - Wikipedia article about ego depletion is pretty good. Basically, a lot of recent research shows that by doing something that takes
significant willpower your battery of willpower gets drained by some, and it becomes increasingly difficult to do other high will necessary tasks. From Wikipedia: In an illustrative experiment to deplete the ego, participants who controlled themselves while trying not to laugh while watching a comedian did worse on later tasks that require
self-control compared to participants who don't have to control their laughter while watching the video. I highly recommend you do some reading on the subject if you don't - Roy Baumeister has written some excellent works on it. Neurosis/fear/etc - Almost all people naturally have more risk than getting inclined. This seems to have been
chosen for evolutionarily. We also tend to fear a lot more than we should for certain activities - especially those that run the risk of social embarrassment. I never realized how strong these forces were until I tried to break out of them - whenever I got a strong backlash from someone on my letter, it made it much harder to write pieces that I
thought would be popular later. Basic things like writing titles that will make the post spread, or polishing the first paragraph and last sentence - that's how my mind weighed on the side / Con that it would generate criticism and it was ... scary not quite the right word, but something like that. Some Some you can legitimately say that
neurosis is inducing - that means you start getting more neurotic when you think around and start doing them. Things that are almost guaranteed to generate criticism or risk failure often do so. Anything that risks compromising a person's self-esteem can be neurosis inducing too. Changing hormonal balance - too often ignored costs.
Many activities will change your hormonal balance for better or worse. Entering conflict situations can and does increase adrenaline and cortisol and other stress hormones. Then you face the withdrawal of adrenaline and crash later. Of course, we are mostly biochemistry, so a significant change in hormonal balance affects a lot of our
body - immune system, breathing, digestion, etc. Many people are aware of this kind of peripheral, but there hasn't been much discussion about hormonal changes in the costs of many activities. Maintenance costs from ideas re-emerging in your thoughts - Another undervalued cognitive maintenance costs in your thoughts from the idea of
repetitive, especially when the full cycle is not complete. In Getting Things Done, David Allen talks about how open loops are all that aren't where it should be. They periodically arise in our thoughts, often at the wrong time, consuming thoughts and energy. This is normal if the theme is extremely nice, but if it is not, it can carry you.
Completions appear to reduce maintenance costs (though not entirely). An example might be not filling your taxes yet - it arises in your thoughts at random times, to disrupt other thoughts. And it's usually not nice. Taking on any project, initiative, business, or change can generate these maintenance costs from the thought of re-emerging.
ConclusionI identified these seven as mental/cognitive expenses to try to do something -Activating EnergyOpportunity costInertiaEgo /willpower depletionNeurosis/fear/etc. Changing hormonal balanceMeintenance costs from the idea of re-emerging in your thoughtsI think we can reduce some of these costs by planning our tasks, living at
work, social life and the environment wisely. Other ones are good enough to just be aware so we know when we start to drag or with difficulty. Thoughts about other expenditures, or ways to reduce them, are very welcome. Welcome. cognitive distortions handout pdf. cognitive distortions handouts-therapy worksheets. list of cognitive
distortions handout. printable cognitive distortions handout. challenging cognitive distortions handout. common cognitive distortions handout
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